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ABSTRACT 

Now a day’s we can see many road related problems like a hole on road, garbage will be beside the road ,  sevage 

lines does not covered properly and many more which is rely on NMC through corporator. Due to busy schedule of 

corporator they not able to locate the actual problem in their areas. In our web application we will provide a web 

portal in which the public will directly complaint their area related problems to the corporator  
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1.INTRODUCTION 

In Nagarsevak web application a problem of public such as 

 Hole on a In road. 

 Electric wire is break on the roadside area 

Wastage garbage looking on the roadside which was not cleaned before many days. 

 Suppose a polluted company found in the area that is not allowed to the development area, 

 The parking is full near the roadside so that all complaint will be proceeding by public to this application. 

 Street light is off on your area. 

The alert message is going to the nagarsevak so that they can solve that problem and upload that photo to that site. 

By this way public noticed that can the nagarsevak solved the problems of public and if supposed the solved the 

problem click the photo and upload on the site so that public knows the problem was solved and the government will 

work .We can prevent the life of a people by the any type of accident, we can make a clean and greenery area. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Just we are passing from a road side of some Nagpur areas and we found that one accident Because of road hole on a 

road and another reason is that we got some polluted companies in a some areas because of that it is more harmful to 

the people of that area and one most another reason is that peoples are going to nagarsevak office for the need of 

water tanker due to the shortage of water in summer. 

Now we have to decided to overcome this problems and take a survey of Nagpur areas and we got same problems 

which are facing of that area people like a hole on a road, sewage lines gets blocked because of flooding,  hanging of 

street light wires which is dangerous, garbage found on the road side, trees are falling on the the road when cyclon. 

 

There is Nagpur Water, Swachta-MoHUA, Moryaa NMC Nagpur applications  is there but we are giving another 

services apart from this applications. Like direct alert message on the nagarsevak mobile  so that they take actions 

on that problem immediately and online tanker booking. 
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India is known as one of the most heavily settled countries in the world. It appears to be the second country to have 

the highest number of residents. With the total population of about expected data 1.37 billion in 2019. The 

management of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) in India has encountered problems. Each year, the population grew 

by 33.5%. 

 

This paper emphasizes the waste characteristics, techniques, adverse environmental impacts, poor waste 

management practices and also problems associated with the solid waste management system at the municipal level. 

In his report they discuss about the Qualitative and quantitative analysis, characteristics and composition, 

disposals and treatment of Municipal Solid Waste. The study is concluded with a few fruitful suggestions, which 

may be beneficial to encourage the competent authorities/ researchers to work towards further improvement of the 

present system. 

 

Nagarsevak web application is a online web portal in which the people can directly complaint corporation related 

problem 

by using this portal. Nagarsevak web application provide a specific medium to the corporator to interact with the 

people. 

it is very useful to make good impression on people the of corporator (Nagarsevak). if the hole was in the middle of 

road 

then it create lots of road related problems like accidents,Traffic jamming,etc and it is a responsibility of corporator 

but due to his busy shedule he will not able to locate or identify particular problem of that area. 

 

 

3. PRAPOSED SYSTEM 
 

A problem is observe by the public and take a photo of that area or a particular area then post on the website. 

Alert message is going to the Nagarsevak on their mobile. 

Nagarsevak  will inform to NMC or visit themselves as possible 

A problem solve within minimum days and upload a photo of solved problems 

We will know about the working of corporator how much they solved the problems or not solved. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The “Nagarsevak web Application” web portal will overcome above mentioned issues and will provide the solution  

to the normal people and reduces the rates of the accident. Our web portal is more easily usable than previously 

existing Portals. The Water Tanker booking feature in the Portal is helpful  for  Booking  Tanker Online. It provides 

a fastest and easy way to book water tanker for a particular area. 

 


